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Abstract The linear model and the design of an analog

drive loop for the drive (primary) resonator in a capacitive

gyroscope are presented. Four different types of gain

control topologies are compared and analyzed with both

P- and PI-type controllers. The simple model proposed in

the paper allows the small signal properties of the loop to

be predicted. The theoretical models based on the small

signal analysis are compared to the simulated and mea-

sured results. A proportional amplitude controller, together

with the rest of the drive loop, is implemented using a high-

voltage 0.35-lm CMOS technology and a nominal supply

of 3 V. Clock generation using a PLL and the drive loop

signal as the reference are also discussed in the paper.

Keywords Gyroscope � Drive loop � Interface �
Integrated circuits � MEMS � Amplitude control �
AGC

1 Introduction

Micromachining technology allows the production of

microelectromechanical systems (MEMS), including

MEMS gyroscopes, on a mass scale, with reduced costs per

unit. Vibratory gyroscopes, suitable for miniaturization by

means of micromachining, are based on the Coriolis force.

This force couples the energy between two orthogonal

axes. As the resonator is set in motion (driven) in the

direction of the drive axis, the Coriolis force couples this

vibration in the direction of the second, sense axis. This

vibration is detected in order to solve the angular rate.

The resulting signal is directly proportional, not only to the

angular rate, but also to the velocity in the direction of the

drive axis [1]. Hence, in order to keep the scale factor of

the sensor stable, the velocity of the drive resonator must

be kept constant.

The drive loop with amplitude control serves two main

purposes in the gyroscope: it maintains the oscillation of

the drive resonator with a constant amplitude and fre-

quency, and provides the rapid start-up of the resonator,

even in the presence of process dependent resonance fre-

quency and gain. Typically, a good-quality MEMS oscil-

lator, which the drive loop essentially forms, is also used

for clock generation.

One method commonly adopted to excite the resonator

is the use of a transresistance amplifier (TRA), depicted in

Fig. 1(a). After the signal detection, the voltage mode

output of the amplifier is fed through an automatic gain

control (AGC) block to stabilize the oscillation amplitude.

An example of this type of drive loop, excluding the AGC,

is presented in [2]. Another common type of drive loop

includes a phase-locked loop (PLL) to create a feedback

signal in the correct phase and at the correct frequency, as

depicted in Fig. 1(b). In this case either a charge-sensitive

amplifier (CSA) [3] or a TRA [4] is used to detect the

capacitive signal, which is then used as a reference for the

PLL. The final excitation signal is obtained after the PLL

output is fed through an AGC loop. It should also be noted

that the CSA cannot resolve the speed of the resonator,

unlike the TRA. Hence, the drift of the resonance fre-

quency over a temperature range must be smaller than the

maximum allowed scale factor variation when a CSA is

used to detect the amplitude of the mechanical motion. The
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electronics of the drive loop introduced in this paper is a

variant of Fig. 1(a), where the TRA is replaced by a CSA

and a separate phase-shifting element.

The drive loop dynamics is also studied in [5–9]. In [5]

the dynamics of an AGC loop, comparable to the one

presented in this paper, is studied through a set of simpli-

fied nonlinear equations. In [6] the focus is on imple-

menting a loop with a transresistance amplifier and an

AGC, in such a way that the integrator of the PI-type

amplitude controller is used only when the amplitude is

close to the desired level. In this way the loop settles faster

after large transients. The oscillator in [7] utilizes both an

adaptive phase shifter in order to attain a precise 90� phase

shift in the loop and an adaptive amplitude controller. In

[8] an adaptive controller is used to tune the resonance

frequency of the drive loop to match the frequency of an

external reference signal. Amplitude regulation is not

implemented in [8]. In [9] the controller is developed in

such a way as to allow the drive resonator to oscillate at a

desired frequency in the presence of parameter variations.

This is achieved by using a reference sine wave signal to

determine the oscillation frequency and amplitude.

Unlike in previous publications, in this paper the simple

model of the drive loop is combined with extensive sim-

ulations and an example implementation. Different types of

control schemes are compared and important aspects of the

implementation, such as the start-up speed and small signal

properties, are discussed. The example design includes a

transistor-level implementation of a fully integrated con-

tinuous-time drive resonator interface, which is combined

with the driven resonator of a MEMS gyroscope.

In Sect. 2 the differences between the control loops are

studied and the linear models for the drive loop are derived.

The options for clock generation within the drive loop are

also considered and the proposed clocking scheme is used

for the amplitude control. In Sect. 3 the implemented

electronics used for the excitation and readout of the

capacitive resonator is introduced and the measured results

of the drive loop are provided.

2 Theory and design of the drive loop

A microresonator can be set to oscillate at its resonance

frequency, in the simplest case, by using an amplifier to

compensate for the losses in the resonator. The corre-

sponding example case for a capacitive resonator is depicted

in Fig. 2. In a gyroscope, the drive resonator oscillation

frequency could be selected to be different from the actual

resonance frequency. This however, forces a considerably

higher excitation force and voltage to be used in order to

achieve the same mechanical signal, providing that the

resonator has a high quality factor. Additionally, in a gyro-

scope the Coriolis force is directly proportional to the drive

resonator velocity, which hence is typically maximized.

In Fig. 2 the displacement, x, of the seismic element

(mass M) evokes a change in the signal capacitance, which

is converted into voltage using a CSA and a dc detection

bias. A phase shifter is used to create the ac feedback

voltage in correct phase. The feedback voltage generates an

electrostatic excitation force F that allows the oscillation

amplitude, the displacement, to grow.

The loop requires some mechanism, for example a

voltage limiter or supply rails, to limit the oscillation

amplitude after the start-up. In steady state the phase shift

of the electronics, which is used to implement feedback for

the resonator, determines the frequency of the oscillation

and also the magnitude of the excitation force. The ideal

phase shift, either p/2 or -p/2, depending on the polarity of

the feedback, allows a maximum excitation force. In the

presence of a small phase error /err, which causes the phase

to deflect from the ideal one, the excitation force is pro-

portional to cos(/err). The oscillation frequency shift is

approximately proportional to x0/err/(2Q) [rad/s], where

x0 and Q are the resonator resonance frequency and quality

factor, respectively. Hence, in the case Q � 1 small values

of /err have a negligible effect on both the excitation force

and the oscillation frequency. It also justifies the assump-

tion that the oscillation amplitude and velocity differ only

by a constant, temperature-insensitive factor.
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Although the oscillation at x0 could be realized by excit-

ing the resonator at x0/2 [10], this option is not considered

here because of the larger voltage range needed compared to

excitation at x0. The resonance frequency excitation requires,

in addition to the ac signal Vaccos(x0t), a dc bias Vdc across

the resonator, after which the resulting magnitude of the force

at the resonance frequency can be written as

FðtÞ ¼ KF=V2 VdcVac sin ðx0tÞ; ð1Þ

where KF=V2 is a constant dependent on the sensor geom-

etry. For a plate capacitor KF=V2 is equal to eA0/x0
2, where

A0 is the area of the capacitor plates, x0 the gap between the

plates and e the permittivity of the insulator. The seismic

mass of the drive resonator is biased with a constant high-

voltage dc Vbias as shown in Fig. 2. This voltage, together

with the dc on the excitation side, determines the bias Vdc.

In a gyroscope, the oscillator in Fig. 2 with a constant,

supply-limited excitation signal does not necessarily pro-

vide sufficient control over the displacement, which will

depend on the temperature-sensitive quality factor of the

resonator. Additional amplitude control in the drive loop

makes it possible to increase the accuracy and controlla-

bility of the mechanical amplitude. Four different types of

analog control loop topologies are studied next.

2.1 Drive loop topologies: linear model and large

signal properties

The amplitude control within the oscillator can be achieved

by controlling either the dc or ac component of the

excitation signal, while the ac component of the excitation

signal can be either a sine or a square wave. The four

different topologies are shown in Fig. 3: (a) and (b) for ac

control; (c) and (d) for dc control.

In all four subfigures the motion of the resonator

induces a capacitive signal, which is detected using a

CSA. The respective gain from displacement to voltage is

depicted as a gain, KV/x. The voltage mode signal is fed

both to the phase shifter, and, after coherent amplitude

detection, to the amplitude controller, which, depending

on the topology, controls the magnitude of either the dc

or ac component of the excitation signal. The multiplier

M1 in all the subfigures of Fig. 3 corresponds to the

product VdcVac in (1). The input to the resonator is the

excitation force F, (1). The second multiplier M2 models

the variable-gain amplifier (VGA) with gain K, which

controls the magnitude of the ac component of the exci-

tation signal.

As the resonator is assumed to operate linearly, it out-

puts a sinusoidal resonance frequency signal. With a mere

phase shift and gain control in the feedback path, the

excitation signal also remains sinusoidal. This applies to

topologies (a) and (d), unlike (b) and (c), which utilize a

comparator to make the amplitude constant (normaliza-

tion), and the excitation signal a square wave.

The four drive loop topologies in Fig. 3 can be modeled

with the two linear systems shown in Fig. 4.

The transfer function from the amplitude of the reso-

nance frequency excitation force to the amplitude of the

resonator displacement (see Appendix) can be written as
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Fig. 3 Topologies for the drive

loop and the amplitude control
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Hres ampðsÞ �
x0

2k

1

sþ x0

2Q

; ð2Þ

where x0 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

k=M
p

;Q ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

kM
p

=f;M is the mass of the

resonating element, k is the spring constant, and f is the

damping term.

The voltage-to-force transducer is modeled as a con-

trolled source, where either K in the cases of (a) and (b) in

Fig. 3, or Vdc in the cases of (c) and (d) in Fig. 3, is con-

trolled by the amplitude controller. The response of the

resonator to the excitation force, the displacement, is

transformed to voltage with gain KV/x, which includes both

the displacement-to-capacitance and, further, capacitance-

to-voltage conversions. Kdemod models the gain of the

coherent envelope detection and KF=V2 the gain from the

squared excitation voltage to the force in (1). The input to

the controller is the difference between the input voltage

Vin, which is the small signal ac component of the reference

voltage Vref, and the oscillation amplitude Vout, which also

serves as the output of the loop. In order to simplify the

expressions, a new variable Ktot is created,

Ktot ¼ KV=xKF=V2 Kdemod: ð3Þ

The transfer functions from Vin to Vout can be expressed

for Fig. 4(a) as

HgctrlðsÞ ¼
x0

2kKtotHctrlðsÞVacVdc

sþ x0

2Qþ
x0

2kKtotHctrlðsÞVacVdc

; ð4Þ

and for Fig. 4(b) as

HdcctrlðsÞ ¼
x0

2kKtotHctrlðsÞVac

sþ x0

2Qþ
x0

2kKtotHctrlðsÞVac

: ð5Þ

The drive loop topologies, where the amplitude is nor-

malized, (b) and (c) in Fig. 3, are not sensitive to the

operating point, unlike the ones with a sinusoidal drive, (a)

and (d) in Fig. 3. Thus, for (b) and (c) Vac is equal to the

amplitude of the fundamental resonance frequency com-

ponent at the comparator output. In cases (a) and (d) in

Fig. 3, Vac depends on the operating point. However, when

the loop gain is high and the controller input approximately

zero, Vac can be approximated as VrefKi/Kdemod, where Ki is

the gain of the phase shifter at the resonance frequency.

Simulations were run for a system similar to Fig. 3(a).

The parameters for the simulated system are presented in

Table 1. Plate capacitors are used for the detection KV/x and

actuation KF=V2 of the resonator and the approximation

Vac � V refKi=Kdemod is valid. The three different cases,

where the amplitude is plotted during start-up, are shown in

Figs. 5 and 6 with a proportional controller (P-controller),

and in Fig. 7 with a proportional-integral controller

(PI-controller).

The reference Vref in Fig. 5 is twice the Vref in Fig. 6.

When Fig. 5 is compared with Fig. 6, the small signal

settling speed indicates a linear dependency on the oper-

ating point. In the case of the PI-controller (Fig. 7) the two

poles of the system were selected to be such that the natural

frequency of the system is 20 Hz and the damping factor

1=
ffiffiffi

2
p

: The location of the zero cannot be controlled

because of the lack of controllable parameters in the loop
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Fig. 4 Linear models for the amplitude control loop that correspond

to the drive loop topologies in Fig. 3

Table 1 The parameters of the drive loop simulated using Matlab

Simulink

Parameter (unit) Value Parameter (unit) Value

k (N/m) 3,000 KV/x (V/m) 6.6e5

M (lkg) 4.8 KF=V2 ðN=V2Þ 9.3e-8

f (Ns/m) 3e-5 Vdc (V) 3.25

Vref (V)a 0.2 Ki
b 0.6

Kdemod 1

a Vref is equal to 0.1 V in Fig. 6
b Ki is equal to 20 in Fig. 10
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Fig. 5 A simulated small signal step (solid curve) and a theoretical
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and can be seen in the figure as increased overshoot. The

small discrepancy between the theoretical and the simu-

lated curves in Fig. 7 can be explained by the additional

filters used in the simulation for ac and dc blocking. A

more significant difference between the figures can be seen

in the large signal behaviour: as the drive is modeled to be

limited by the supply rails, the large signal start-up is

considerably slower in the case of the PI-controller.

An example simulation is also run for the circuit shown

in Fig. 3(b) with settings corresponding to Table 1 and

with Vac equal to 0.2 V. The amplitude at the controller

input is shown in Fig. 8. Even though the sensitivity of the

system to the operating point is removed, because of the

amplitude normalization, the large signal settling is still

considerably distorted as a result of the clipping of the

drive signal at the supply rails. The excitation during start-

up is shown in Fig. 9.

A corresponding simulation of the circuit in Fig. 3(d) is

shown in Fig. 10. The integrator gain is increased to allow

the loop to oscillate, because otherwise the available dc

control voltage range would limit the gain at the start-up

excessively. This also reveals the general difference

between the sine and square (normalized) excitation; the

comparator in the loop permits an infinite loop gain even at

the beginning of the start-up, whereas for sine excitation

the operating point, the current amplitude of the resonator,

defines the gain. On the other hand, on examination of

Figs. 5 and 10, although the simulations are for sine

excitation, Fig. 5 indicates a faster start-up. This is because

the available supply voltage range does not limit the gain

of the VGA, as it limits the dc control voltage during

start-up.

The system in Fig. 3(c) corresponds to (5) and behaves

in a similar way to the system shown in Fig. 3(b); the

simulation result is therefore not shown. The differences

between the topologies are discussed further in Sect. 4.

2.2 Clock generation

Clock generation within a gyroscope is typically associated

with the drive loop, as the signal of the electromechanical

oscillator can function as a high-quality reference clock.

When precise frequencies higher than the resonance fre-

quency are needed, the oscillator signal can be used as a

frequency reference for a PLL [11].

Two different topologies for implementing a PLL-based

clock generator are shown in Fig. 11. The weakness of

combined sine-to-square conversion in a comparator

(Comp) and a traditional charge-pump PLL (CP-PLL) in
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Fig. 11(a) is its sensitivity to noise. This is because the

noise during the comparator transition affects the posi-

tioning of the edges of the output signal [12] and impairs

the phase noise properties. A less noise-sensitive alterna-

tive for clock generation is the one shown in Fig. 11(b).

Here, the phase detector (PD) is a continuous-time multi-

plier (chopper), which does not fold noise like the com-

parator in Fig. 11(a).

The phase noise properties of the topology shown in

Fig. 11(a) can be compared to the PLL shown in

Fig. 11(b). The power of the folded noise when multiplied

by the square wave feedback can be considered insignifi-

cant. Hence, within the bandwidth of the PLL in Fig. 11(b),

where the PLL follows the reference signal, the reference

sine can be considered to have a noise level approximately

equal to the feedback of the PLL. The comparator, on the

other hand, folds noise. If the white noise at the comparator

input has an equivalent noise bandwidth of NBW and the

reference frequency is fref, the difference in the phase noise

level between the comparator output in Fig. 11(a) and the

PLL feedback in Fig. 11(b) (or the sine reference) can be

approximated [12] as

ðS=NbÞ
ðS=NaÞ

�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

NBW

4fref

s

: ð6Þ

The approximation is valid at low offset frequencies,

within the bandwidth of the PLL.

A Matlab Simulink simulation was performed to dem-

onstrate the noise properties of the two PLLs. The input to

the clock generators is a 6-kHz sine with a 1-V amplitude.

The reference sine also has a white noise floor with an

NBW of 1.2 MHz. In the case of Fig. 11(b) the PLL has a

natural frequency of 50 Hz and a Q of
ffiffiffi

2
p

and there is also

an additional double real pole at 500 Hz in the loop filter.

The PLLs follow the reference phase below the natural

frequency and, thus, the spectrum in Fig. 12 is plotted at

low offset frequencies only. Now the comparator output is

at the same frequency as the PLL feedback in Fig. 11(b),

and the phase noise of the two square wave signals can be

compared. The difference between the simulated noise

levels is roughly 16.4 dB, whereas (6) predicts a difference

of 17.0 dB.

The main downside of the PLL in Fig. 11(b) is its more

complex design. The absence of frequency detection slows

down the settling of the PLL to large reference frequency

steps considerably, in comparison to the phase frequency

detector (PFD) of the CP-PLL. Another weakness is the

strong ac distortion content at the PD output. Attenuating

the harmonics requires more complex filtering, which

increases the chip area when fully integrated clock gener-

ation circuitry is required. The dynamic properties, damp-

ing coefficient, and natural frequency of the PLL in

Fig. 11(b) are proportional to the square root of the input

signal amplitude, which also makes the design more

complex.

In the implemented drive loop the generated clock is

used for the coherent amplitude detection, but also for the

sense readout [13]. The structure in Fig. 11(a) is selected

for the implementation because of its more compact real-

ization and small noise penalty, which is made possible by

the drive loop topology used. The implementation will be

discussed in the next section.

3 Implemented drive loop

The implemented drive loop, shown as a simplified block

diagram in Fig. 13, corresponds to the system shown in

Fig. 3(a). This topology is selected because of the wide

tuning range of amplitude and short start-up time it per-

mits. The signal capacitance is first converted to charge

using a dc bias Vbias of 10 V generated on-chip and further

to voltage in a CSA, in such a way that the detection bias is
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equal to 8.75 V. Temperature-insensitive gain is provided

by the CSA and the high-pass filters (HPFs). The necessary

phase shift in the loop is realized by the integrator. The

integrator also reduces the gain, and consequent noise, at

high frequencies, making the loop less sensitive to parasitic

resonance modes. HPFs are used for amplification in order

to prevent the offset from saturating the readout. HPF3

isolates the subsampling P-controller from the readout

chain. The controller samples the amplitude of the input

sine and the resulting dc signal is compared to the reference

Vref. The difference is amplified and used to set the gain of

the VGA, the output of which is converted to single-ended

and level-shifted in a high-voltage instrumentation ampli-

fier (HVA). Now the resulting negative feedback loop

keeps the mechanical signal amplitude constant, indepen-

dent of temperature and aging, provided that the detection

bias, the gain that precedes the controller input, the refer-

ence voltage, and the gain of the amplitude extraction are

constant and the controller gain is sufficient.

All the HPFs in the drive loop have a common structure,

shown in Fig. 14. The feedback is implemented using

MOSFETs (MFB1-5), which operate in the linear region.

The impedance required is in the order of gigaohms,

permitting a sufficiently small phase shift at the resonance

frequency and compact input and feedback capacitors

CHPF1 and CHPF2. The high feedback impedance also

requires a very high-impedance bias transistor MB with an

IB of the order of a few nanoamperes. The 1-pF capacitor

CF functions as a floating voltage source, which increases

the output range and the linearity of the HPF considerably.

Without the capacitor CF, even very small parasitic

capacitances at the drain of MB start to cause the bias

voltage to slew with large ac signals. A signal-dependent,

varying bias for MFB1-5 would change the common-mode

level at the virtual ground of the amplifier.

The schematic of the amplitude sampling switched-

capacitor (SC) P-controller is shown in Fig. 15. The input

to the HPF3 that precedes the controller (see Fig. 13), is

taken from the HPF1 output, at a point where the readout

gain is determined by the feedback capacitors of the CSA

and the HPFs and is therefore temperature-stable. As the

reference clock Vclk in the drive loop is generated after the

integrator, the controller input signal and the reference

clock have a 90� phase difference and the clock can be

used to sample the amplitude of the controller input signal.

The low-frequency noise of the input sine is removed by

using the capacitor CC5 in series with the sampling

capacitor CC2. Similarly, the resistor RC1 limits the noise

bandwidth before the sampling.

The sampling clock phase /1 becomes active at the time

when the input signal is at its minimum value. The current

flowing through CC5 is integrated in CC2 until /1 turns low

and the peak-to-peak value is sampled. In fact, with an

equally large CC5 and CC2, the peak-to-peak value is halved

during the integration and the sampled value therefore

corresponds to the amplitude, denoting a unity gain for the

amplitude extraction. The charge that carries the amplitude

information is compared to the reference charge of CC1 and

the difference is converted back to voltage in CC3. CC4

allows the output voltage to be kept during the reset of the

CC3. Separate input ðVcm in ¼ 1:25 VÞ and output

ðVcm out ¼ 2:1 VÞ common-mode levels are needed for the

functional gain control of the VGA.
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Fig. 13 Simplified block diagram of the implemented drive loop

including a simple electrical model of the resonator
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Figure 16 shows the schematic of the VGA. In order to

ease the noise and tuning range requirements, the VGA is

designed to operate in two modes. During initial start-up

the gain control voltage becomes high as a result of the

absence of an input signal. This activates a boost signal (B1

or B2, depending on the voltage polarity). The boost signal

sets the VGA gain to 32 dB, defined by the resistors, and

increases the bias current of the VGA in order to allow

sufficient gain bandwidth for the increased closed-loop

gain. The high gain allows the drive signal to turn quickly

into a rail-to-rail square wave, which offers the highest

attainable excitation force. With a sufficiently increased

primary resonator amplitude the boost is disabled and the

VGA gain is set by the controller output and the transistors

(MNR1–R4) operating in the linear region. The signals

VCTRL? and VCTRL-, the output of the amplitude controller,

set the conductances of MNR1–R4.

The boost signal also affects the HPFs, whose corner

frequencies and gain are increased in order to speed up the

start-up. The dc settling of the loop is accelerated as a

result of the higher corner frequencies of the HPFs.

The VGA operational amplifier is a two-stage amplifier

with a single common-mode feedback. In order to prevent

a stable operating point at which all the nodes are at the

supply voltage and the common-mode feedback inopera-

tive, the minimum-width transistors MP1 and MP2 are used

to supply a small additional current to the first stage output.

The stability of the VGA is ensured by the small capacitors

CFB1 and CFB2, which compensate for the pole caused by

the resistors RFB1 and RFB2, and the input pair of the

amplifier.

More details of the sense readout can be found in [13].

The high-voltage circuits are reported in detail in [14].

3.1 Clock generation

The amplitude controller and the sense readout require

clock signals which are synchronized to the motion of the

driven resonator. Clkgen in Fig. 13 performs the necessary

low-noise sine-to-square conversion. The integrator that

provides the phase shift also limits the noise bandwidth

effectively before the comparator (Comp) in Fig. 11(a) and

only an additional HPF is required in order to remove the

offsets and the low-frequency noise. As the comparator

output is used directly as a clock for the amplitude con-

troller, the PLL supplies clock signals only for the sense

readout and hence, hence, remains outside the drive loop.

In this way the PLL does not, for example, affect the start-

up of the drive resonator.

The offsets and low-frequency noise are removed from

the integrator output using a passive first-order HPF before

the comparator, as shown in Fig. 17. As the corner fre-

quency of this HPF must be well below the resonance

frequency so as to minimize the phase shift of the filter,

NMOS transistors with a high capacitance density are used

as the large capacitors. The transistors (CHPF1 and CHPF2)

are biased in such a way that the channel is inverted and the

capacitance is constant, even in the presence of a signal

with an amplitude of more than 1 V. This is achieved by

using a common-mode level which is the same as the

positive supply at the comparator input. To enable the

comparator to function properly, the first stage is folded so

that none of the transistors is in the linear region during the

zero crossing of the input voltage. The input pair (MN1 and

MN2) is biased with only 1 lA. The slow, low-power

comparator allows further reduction of the noise band-

width, while care is taken not to inflict excessive temper-

ature-dependent delay.

The square wave clock Vclk is used not only for the

controller, but also as a reference for a PLL. The CP-PLL

in Fig. 18, with a current consumption of 7.3 lA, is used to

create a clock frequency 32 times the reference frequency.

The CP output current is converted to voltage in the RC

loop filter (LF). The voltage at the LF output is transformed

to current in a voltage-controlled current source (VCCS),

which drives the current-controlled oscillator (ICO). An

NMOS transistor with a high capacitance density is used to

reduce the LF area. The optimum area [15] with a 50-pF

CLF is reached by using 12-MX RLF. The dominant sources
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Fig. 16 Schematic of the VGA and the operational amplifier (Miller

compensation capacitors and common-mode feedback omitted)
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of phase noise within the PLL are the PMOS transistors

MP1 and MP3 and the resistor RLF. The clock generator

was measured to have a phase noise maximum of

-68 dBc/Hz with a 200-kHz carrier frequency and at

300 Hz offset, where the sine-to-square conversion and the

PLL contribute roughly equal amounts of phase noise.

3.2 Measured results

The implemented drive loop contains a high aspect ratio

micromechanical resonator with a resonance frequency of

6 kHz, read and excited capacitively, and an ASIC con-

taining the interface electronics required to implement the

drive loop. The two chips with the necessary external com-

ponents for reference generation are combined on a printed

circuit board (PCB), as shown in Fig. 19. The technology

used for implementing the electronics is a 0.35-lm high-

voltage CMOS. The current consumption and the active chip

area of the drive loop and the PLL, excluding the charge-

pump and the references, are roughly 0.4 mA and 1.3 mm2,

respectively. The nominal supply voltage is 3 V.

3.2.1 Linearity of the HPFs

The effect of CF in the HPFs was measured in open-loop

configuration by feeding an external signal to the CSA

input and measuring the output of the integrator. The fre-

quency of the test signal is 4.9 kHz, the supply voltage

used is 2.5 V, and the gain of the integrator at the signal

frequency is 3 dB. The ratio of the third harmonic and the

fundamental component, HD3, which dominates the total

harmonic distortion, is plotted in Fig. 20. The dominant

non-linearity originates from the MOSFET feedback of

HPF1. When the input amplitude is swept, a distortion
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beneficial effect of CF on the linearity of the CSA and HPF1 in Fig.13
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maximum can be seen in Fig. 20. With an increasing signal

at the HPF1 output, the gate bias of the feedback transistors

MFB1-5 (see Fig. 14) follows the output with a constant

positive offset voltage. At certain point the amplitude is

sufficient for the bias current source IB in Fig. 14 to be

close to being saturated at the point of the signal peak

value. The point where the average IB is still constant but

the signal is maximal corresponds to the point of maximum

distortion. With a further increase in amplitude the current

source spends an increasing portion of the signal period off

and the average IB starts to decrease, which increases the

impedance of the feedback MOSFETs. This can be seen as

decreasing distortion; the gentle negative slope continues

until the signal is limited by the supply rails.

3.2.2 Measurements of the drive loop

As the amplitude controller is simply an amplifier

(P-controller) and the delay in the SC P-controller is

negligible, the dynamics of the amplitude control loop

should exhibit behavior corresponding to a first-order

system, as (4) predicts. The implemented drive loop was

set to oscillate with a constant amplitude, after which a

step was applied to the reference voltage (Vref). The set-

tling of the gain control signal (controller output) is

shown in Fig. 21. The three waveforms correspond to the

different settings of the controller gain denoted by the

symbol Kctrl, which is equal to the frequency-independent

Hctrl(s) in Fig 4. The values of Kctrl are shown in Fig. 21.

As the output is taken from the output of the comparator

instead of its input, as in Fig. 4, the transfer function can

be approximately written as

HmeasðsÞ �
Kctrlðsþ 1=slÞ
sþ KctrlKfb=sl

: ð7Þ

The gain Kfb = 117 and time constant sl = 2.7 s were

calculated using the measured open-loop transfer function

from the controller output to the controller input amplitude,

Hl ¼
Kfb

ssl þ 1
; ð8Þ

where sl is the time constant of the loop when the controller

is replaced by a constant dc control voltage. The voltage is

tuned in such a way that the loop settles to the operating

point, which corresponds to the one during the measure-

ments of the closed-loop step responses. The theoretical

step responses calculated using (7) are plotted (thin black

lines) in Fig. 21 and match the measured step responses

well.

The whole drive loop start-up is shown in Fig. 22, where

both the CSA and the VGA outputs, which correspond to

the mechanical amplitude and excitation signal Vac,

respectively, are shown. At 0 s the drive loop is closed and

the start-up begins. The time from 0 to 50 ms is taken by

the dc settling in the loop. The time is fairly long as the

loop contains multiple HPF stages. Slightly before the

point in time 50 ms, the loop dc settling has decreased

sufficiently and the resonance frequency component begins

to grow. The loop gain is boosted during the initial settling

and the VGA output reaches the supply-limited level and

turns into a square wave, at the point in time 100 ms. The

longest part of the start-up, the supply-limited drive, lasts

until the point in time 240 ms, after which the VGA output

settles linearly to its final level. The boost signal is active

until 200 ms, but even after that the output remains supply-

limited as the gain of the readout is sufficiently high. The
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sinusoidal envelope of the VGA output is caused by fold-

ing at the oscilloscope.

4 Conclusions

The linear behavior of the amplitude in the gyroscope drive

loop was observed to vary only slightly between the four

cases: sine excitation and gain control, square excitation

and gain control, square excitation and dc control, and sine

excitation and dc control. The benefit of dc control is that

the amplitude of the excitation and also the resulting cross-

coupled components will remain constant despite the

temperature-dependent properties of the sensor. A constant

ac can be effective in reducing the zero rate offset of the

gyroscope [16]. However, for minimum start-up time the

gain control can permit a higher maximum excitation force.

Amplitude normalization can increase the start-up speed

because the maximum excitation force is already achieved

at low resonator signal levels. On the other hand, in the

case of sine excitation this can be compensated by using

separate gain boosting for start-up, as was done in the

implemented system. The linear model also revealed that

without amplitude normalization, the small signal dynam-

ics of the system depend on the operating point, i.e. the

amplitude during steady state operation. The advantage of

sine excitation is the reduced cross-coupling compared to

square wave signals.

The system simulation also exposed the non-linear large

signal behavior of the system during the start-up. When the

drive loop starts in such a way that the excitation signal

becomes supply-limited, and this type of strong non-line-

arity is combined with a PI-controller, it results in

increased large signal oscillation of the amplitude and

settling delay during the start-up. Improved functionality is

achieved using proportional control only. On the other

hand, if the start-up time is not a critical parameter or the

excitation signal amplitude remains in the linear region, a

PI-controller will increase the accuracy of the amplitude

control.

The implemented drive loop with a proportional ampli-

tude controller was shown to behave as a single pole system,

where the pole frequency is directly proportional to the

controller gain. The proposed drive loop allows clock

generation using a CP-PLL with only a small additional

noise penalty as a result of folding. The PLL reference clock

was used as the sampling clock for the subsampling

P-controller, while the actual PLL remains outside the drive

loop. The drive loop electronics, excluding the references

and the CP, was implemented in 0.35-lm high-voltage

CMOS and occupies an active chip area of 1.3 mm2. The

interface that was implemented could be further improved

in terms of silicon area and power consumption by reducing

the number of active HPFs, and by feeding the ac signal

through a comparator. It is, however, important to ensure

that neither the offsets, which occur as a result of mismatch

and leakage, nor the increased cross-coupling resulting

from square wave excitation, compromise the functionality

of the interface. Additionally, replacing the polysilicon

resistors of the integrator with MOSFET resistors could

allow a smaller chip area.
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Appendix

The input to the resonator is an amplitude modulated force,

where the carrier frequency is assumed to be equal to the

resonance frequency x0,

SexðtÞ ¼ FaðtÞ cos ðx0tÞ: ð9Þ

The time-varying amplitude Fa(t) is assumed to be

sinusoidal,

FaðtÞ ¼ F sin ðxmtÞ; ð10Þ

where F is the amplitude of the force and xm the

frequency, so that xm � x0. The resulting excitation

signal can be written as

SexðtÞ ¼
F

2
½sin ðxmt þ x0tÞ þ sin ðxmt � x0tÞ�: ð11Þ

The signal is fed into the high Q resonator (Q � 1), which

is modeled as a linear time-invariant system, with an

s-domain transfer function

HresðsÞ ¼
1

k

1
s2

x2
0

þ s
x0Qþ 1

: ð12Þ

By applying s = j(x0 ? xm), (12) can be approximately

written for the upper sideband as

Hresðjðx0 þ xmÞÞ � �j
Q

k

1
2Q
x0

xm þ 1
: ð13Þ

Similarly for the lower sideband, s = j(- x0 ? xm),

Hresðjð�x0 þ xmÞÞ � j
Q

k

1
2Q
x0

xm þ 1
: ð14Þ

When Sex, (11), traverses the resonator, (13) and (14)

change the amplitude and the phase of the two sidebands,

SxðtÞ ¼AGðxmÞ=2½sin ðxmt þx0t � p=2� /ðxmÞÞ
þ sin ðxmt �x0t þ p=2� /ðxmÞÞ�:

ð15Þ

The transfer functions for the gain
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GðxmÞ ¼
Q=k

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2Q
x0

xm

� �2

þ1

r ; ð16Þ

and for the phase

/ðxmÞ ¼ arctan
2Q

x0

xm

� �

: ð17Þ

The amplitude of Sx is extracted coherently by multiplying

it by 2sin(x0t), so that the gain of the demodulation

becomes unity. When the frequencies at x0 and above it are

removed with negligible delay, the only remaining term is

Sx demðtÞ ¼ FGðxmÞ sin ðxmt � /ðxmÞÞ; ð18Þ

where (16) and (17) corresponds to a single-pole linear

system. By using (16) and (17), and by writing jxm = s,

the transfer function from the amplitude of the input force

(10), to the amplitude of the resonator displacement (18)

can be written back to the s-domain as

Hres ampðsÞ ¼
x0

2k

1

sþ x0

2Q

: ð19Þ
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